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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a high speed algorithm for a speech
recognizer based on speaker cluster HMM. The speaker
cluster HMM, which enables to deal with variety among
speakers, have been reported to show good performance.
However, the computation amount grows in proportion to
the number of clusters, when the speaker cluster HMM
is used in speaker independent recognition, where the
recognition processes must be run in parallel using every speaker cluster HMM. To reduce the computation,
we introduced the multi-pass search for searching on the
broad space covering lexical and speaker variation. Furthermore, the output probability recalculation is introduced to reduce the state output probability computation.
We had some experiments on 1000 word speaker independent continuous telephone speech recognition. The result
in the case where 7 speaker clusters are used shows about
30% of computation reduction.
1. INTRODUCTION
To achieve a higher recognition rate in speaker independent speech recognition, it is a successful way to
use as detailed acoustic models as possible. Speaker
cluster dependent HMM is such a model which enables to deal with variety among speakers[1]. The
gender dependent HMM is popularly used as a simple
implementation of the speaker cluster HMM[2, 3, 4].
When the speaker cluster models are used in
a speaker independent recognizer, the computation
grows in proportion to the number of clusters, because the recognizer doesn't know which cluster the
speaker belongs to actually. The recognition processes must be run in parallel using every speaker
cluster HMM. Hence, some systems with the gender
dependent HMMs have steps for gender identi cation
prior to the speech recognition[2], others utilizes the
multi-pass search strategy[3]. In [5], the beam search
is adopted to prune the search space. It becomes an
important issue to reduce the processing time as the
number of the speaker clusters increases.
This paper proposes a fast algorithm to deal with
the speaker cluster HMM in the speaker independent speech recognition without cluster pre-selection.
In the algorithm, the multi-pass search was used to

reduce the lexical search space. Furthermore, the
output probability recalculation algorithm[7] is introduced to reduce the computation amount for state
output probability computation.
First, a speaker cluster HMM which we consider is
described. The problem of the speaker cluster HMM
used in speaker independent recognition without supervised cluster selection is also described. In section 3., our new method is proposed. Finally, our experimental results on 1000 word speaker independent
continuous telephone speech recognition are shown.

2. SPEAKER CLUSTER HMM
Clustering speakers on training data, and designing
HMMs on each cluster e ectively improves recognition rate. For example, gender dependent HMM,
which is a simple implementation of the speaker cluster HMM, is reported to show good performance in
the large vocabulary task[2, 3, 4]. More detailed
speaker clustering technique is also reported[1].
The speaker cluster HMM we use is organized into
hierarchical tree-structure[1]. The root cluster in the
hierarchy consists of all speakers in training data, that
is speaker independent. The second clusters are gender dependent. As the hierarchy tree is traced to the
leaf, the node on the tree represents the more detailed
cluster.
To exploit the speaker cluster HMM in a speaker
independent recognition, where information about
the speaker is not explicitly given, the following two
strategies are available.
1. Cluster pre-selection | After selecting the cluster where the speaker belongs, run recognition
process on the selected cluster. As a means of the
selection, result of the speech recognition using
the speaker independent HMM can be utilized.
2. Probability competition | After running speech
recognizers in parallel using every speaker cluster
HMM, choose the result of the best score. When
this algorithm is carried out with some kind of
pruning technique, it can be implemented as in
the following two ways.
(a) After getting result for each speaker cluster,
compare the results and pick the result of the
best score.

(b) Search the best path directly in the
(speaker cluster) 2 (linguistic candidate)
space.
The cluster pre-selection has a risk that the misselection of a cluster can not be recovered and it
harms recognition performance. On the other hand,
the probability competition requires heavier computation.
The algorithm we propose here is based on the
probability competition. But it requires lighter computation.

3. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In the proposed algorithm, the multi-pass search is
introduced to reduce lexical search space. We use
the tree-trellis based search[8] as an instance of the
multi-pass search. Furthermore, the output probability recalculation algorithm[7] is applied to reduce
the computation amount for state output probability
computation.

3.1. Tree-trellis based search on speaker cluster HMM
To reduce the lexical search space, we make use of
the tree-trellis based search which was proposed for
getting N -best results.
The tree-trellis based search consists of the following two passes: forward Viterbi search and backward best- rst A3 search. The result of the forward
search is a lattice holding scores of partial paths. The
forward result is used as heuristics in the backward
A3 search. Our idea is to share a common heuristics among every recognition process running on each
speaker cluster HMM. In our implementation, the forward result using the root (speaker independent) cluster HMM is used as the common heuristics.
The A3 condition for the optimality is no longer
satis ed by changing HMMs between the forward and
backward search. However, keeping enough N -best
stack size is considered to save the search error.
The backward search can run a) separately on each
speaker cluster HMM or b) simultaneously on every
cluster using best- rst criterion.
The Figure 1 shows a brief image of the algorithm described here. The (a) in the gure represents
the case when the backward searches run separately,
while the (b) represents the other case.

3.2. Output probability recalculation
When the speaker cluster HMMs are used, the
amount of the output probability computation also
increases depending on the number of the clusters.
Although the search strategy described above denotes
that the output probability for the non-root cluster
HMM is only needed in the backward search, it directory a ects the delay of the response to compute the
probability in the backward step. On the other hand,
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Figure 1. Brief image of the search algorithm
computing it in the forward step requires heavy computation, because we must compute probability for
all HMM states, not knowing which state appears in
the backward search.
Therefore, we applied the output probability recalculation algorithm[6, 7] to the speaker cluster HMMs.
The algorithm consists of the following three steps:
1) rough and fast output probability estimation, 2) selection of the states which have high estimated values,
3) output probability recalculation on the selected
states. Because the rigid probability computation is
held only on the selected states, it runs very fast.
Here, we used scalar quantization and independent
dimension multi-mixture computation for the probability estimation reported previously[7].
When applying this algorithm to the speaker cluster HMMs, the results of the state selection can be
shared among every speaker cluster HMM. In other
words, the estimation and the selection is carried out
only for the root cluster HMM. Only the recalculation
for the selected states is carried out for every speaker
cluster HMM.
In this way, computation amount for the output
probability is e ectively reduced.

4. EXPERIMENT
We performed experiments on 1000 word speaker independent continuous telephone speech recognition.
The algorithms are evaluated by recognition rate and
time spent.

Table 1. Experimental condition
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Table 2. Experimental result (rate)
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Figure 2. Cluster tree organization
4.1. Conditions
The HMM was shared state triphone consisting of
left-to-right 3 states. The number of states was about
780 for each speaker cluster HMM set. Each state has
6 mixture components. The HMM parameters was
adapted for telephone speech using MCMS-PMC[9].
The speaker cluster tree were organized into 3 layers: root (speaker independent), gender dependent
and leaves. The leaves were designed using k -means
clustering for each gender. The number of the leaves
was 4 or 8 (Figure 2). From the cluster trees, we
picked up some clusters for each experiment. Stack
depth for the tree-trellis based search was 10 for forward and 30 for backward. The beam search was
also used. The inter-word phoneme models are expanded into triphones in the backward step while
monophones are used in the forward step. The other
experimental conditions are shown in the Table 1.

4.2. Results and Discussion
At rst, we had backward search run independently
on each speaker clusters (Figure 1(a)). The results
are shown in the Table 2 and the Figure 3. As
the baseline, we had run recognition simply in the
(speaker cluster ) 2 (linguistic candidate) space[5].
The Table 2 shows that the proposed algorithm
doesn't harm recognition rate in spite of the reduction
of the recognition time shown in the Figure 3.
The Figure 3 shows that the proposed algorithm
reduces the processing time e ectively. The reduction rate amounts about 25% and 30% for 3 and 7
clusters, respectively. However, increase of the time
spent for the backward search is also found. This increase seems to be caused by the multiple backward
search held independently on every speaker clusters.
Then we had another experiment where backward
search ran simultaneously on every speaker clusters
using best- rst criterion (Figure 1(b)). As shown in
Figure 4, the search speed can be improved. However,
serious degradation of the recognition rate was found,

caused by the discrepancy against the A3 search condition.
In general, speaker independent HMM outputs relatively lower score than some of the other speaker
cluster HMMs. Furthermore, we had word boundary context expansion in the backward step which
also causes increase of the score. In fact, we can get
better recognition rate expanding the word boundary context in advance (Table 3). However, the word
boundary expansion increases the search space for the
forward step. This trade-o is shown in Figure 5.
Nevertheless, either of the proposed methods
showed better performance than baseline in both rate
and speed, when seven clusters (root, gender and four
leaves) were used.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a fast algorithm for a
speaker independent speech recognizer using speaker
cluster HMMs without cluster pre-selection. The algorithm utilizes tree-trellis based search and the output probability recalculation for sharing some parts of
the procedures among the speaker clusters. The algorithm is evaluated on 1000 word speaker independent
continuous telephone speech recognition. When the 7
clusters are used, 30% of the computation was saved
without loss of recognition rate.
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Figure 3. Computation time for forward and
backward step in baseline/proposed algorithm
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Figure 5. Expand word boundary phoneme
context in forward/backward search
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Figure 4. Computation time for parallel/bestrst backward search
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